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NOVEMBER
These 9 Scams Are Costing
Seniors Millions

By: Laurie Wohl (Ashford)
The elderly lost more than $600 million to scams
last year, according to figures from the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC).
These ruses cover a broad range of schemes, according to the American Association for Retired Persons (AARP), which breaks down the FTC’s data to
show just how seniors are being swindled out of their
money.
9 Scams Tricking Seniors Out of Their Money
These are the costliest scams for the elderly, according to the AARP.
1. Romance Scams: $139 Million in Losses
Clark’s Consumer Action Center (CAC) receives
calls, from time to time, from people who have fallen
for romance scams.
“I call these the ‘loneliness scams,’” says CAC
Director Lori Silverman, “because the person on the
other side is seeking a relationship and wants to believe this is real.”
How to prevent it: Look for signs: dollar signs.
“If they’re asking for money that’s a big clue,”
she says. “Especially if they all of the sudden say
they need money to get to the U.S. or something like
that.”

(continued on page 2)

Hampton Headline News

By: John Pagliarini
Those of us who exit the Hampton daily approaching
the Hagen-Ranch roundabout, experience the dodge-a
car, oncoming hesitation, run-right-through the sign’s
diving scenario and usually draw an extra breath when
we finally safely exit the roundabout. We are certainly
aware of the rules of a roundabout, but many of our
neighbors might be interested to know that a car
entering the roundabout has the right-of way. Please
note; you must yield to circulating traffic on the left.
Just saying!
Our Board of Directors has not officially held a
public meeting since May 2021. The board met in
September and approved the May meeting minutes,
so, old news. Out trees have finally been trimmed.
Our 2021-2022 budget is being prepared and a special
meeting to discuss the budget should have been held in
October. Rumor has it that the POA rates will increase,
but Xfinty has lowered its rates.
Our Hampton website has been established
to provide a wealth of information to Hampton
residents. Residents may download ARB forms,
forms for landscape/irrigation issues, monthly board
minutes, Hampton Committees listing, paint colors,
community directory and Hampton announcements.
In addition, the Hampton By-laws, Declaration, and
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These 9 Scams Are Costing...(continued from page 1)

2. Prizes, Sweepstakes and Lotteries: $69 Million in Losses
The name of the most well-known sweepstakes
brand — Publishers Clearing House — is often used
by criminals to dupe unsuspecting people.
If you’re asked to pay a fee upfront to collect your
prize, that’s a telltale sign that something’s wrong.
How to prevent it: “Anyone who says, ‘You’ve
won. Now pay us,’ is always scammer. Period,” says
the FTC.
3. Business Impostors: $65 Million in Losses
One popular impostor scam involves a crook
pretending to be a company executive, or payroll
employee asking for sensitive information such as a
copy of a W-2.
The criminal can then use that information to file
a bogus tax return, according to this warning from
the Internal Revenue Service.
How to prevent it: Never give your personal information to anyone you don’t know over the phone
or via email or text.
This scam is popular around tax time but could

pop up any time of the year.
4. Government Impostors: $58 Million in
Losses
Criminals pretending to represent government
agencies continue to be a problem, warns the Social
Security Administration (SSA). These crooks typically ask for your personal information so they can
gain access to your finances.
How to prevent it: If you get a phone call from
someone claiming to be from the SSA or another government agency, and you have your doubts,
hang up the phone immediately. Federal government
workers rarely use the phone to communicate official
information.
If you think there’s a chance the call was legitimate, you can call the federal agency’s published
phone number to follow up.
5. Investments: $47 Million in Losses
Seniors looking to grow their savings are especially susceptible to investment scams.
“Spend some time checking out the person touting the investment before you invest — even if you
already know the person socially,” says the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Guide for Seniors.
How to prevent it: The SEC says, “Check out
the disciplinary history of an investment professional
quickly — and for free — at Investor.gov.”
6. Tech Support: $37 Million in Losses
Older folks who aren’t computer savvy make
easy targets for criminals.
These scammers will call you and tell you they
work for Microsoft or some other tech company and
that your computer needs a software upgrade.
If you give them access to your computer, they
could download a malicious program that can steal
your personal information.
“At best the scammers are trying to get you to
pay them to ‘fix’ a nonexistent problem with your device or software,” according to a Microsoft support
page. “At worst they’re trying to steal your personal
or financial information.”
How to prevent it: Never give your personal information to anyone you don’t know. Add your landline or cell phone number to the federal DoNotCall.
gov list (or call 1-888-382-1222 from the phone you
want to put on the Do Not Call list).
(continued on page 4)
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These 9 Scams Are Costing...(continued from page 2)

7. Online Shopping: $33 Million in Losses
Because so many fake websites can look legitimate, accidentally giving your financial information
to a crook is easier than ever to do these days.
Buying from a fake site can happen to anyone.
Team Clark’s own Lori, who deals with consumer
issues every day, says she fell victim once — just by
not paying close attention.
“Looking back there were a lot of red flags,” she
says. “I was on the original site when shopping, but
when I decided to quickly purchase the items, I ended up on the fake site.”
How to prevent it: You can check the legitimacy
of any website by using free online verification services such as UrlVoid.com or Google’s Transparency
Report.
8. Family/Friends in “Trouble”: $21 Million in
Losses
Clark says, “Here’s how these scams typically
play out: You get an e-mail saying that a relative has
been injured in an accident, usually somewhere overseas, and they need money for medical treatment. Or
someone calls, claiming to be your relative, saying
they’re in jail in a foreign country and need bail money.”
Here’s how a typical conversation might go:
The phone rings and the senior picks up.
Scamster: (in a low tone) Grandma?
Senior: Is that you, Jimmy?
Scamster: Yes, it’s me and I’m in trouble. I’m in
jail. I need you to wire money so I can get out.
“Once the money is taken, you’ll never see it
again,” Clark says.
How to prevent it: According to the AARP, ask
certain questions that only the family member would
know the answer to, such the name of a family pet.
“Do say you’ll call right back, then call your
grandchild’s usual phone number,” says the AARP.
Clark also advises that you should tell your aging
relatives to always call or text you to verify there’s
an actual problem. “99.9% of the time, you’ll find
out that it’s just a scam,” Clark says on his podcast.
9. Timeshare Sales: $17.4 Million in Losses
Scams involving timeshare sales and resales accounted for $17.4 million and $13 million respectively, according to the AARP.
Clark has long been of the opinion that time-
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shares are generally a bad investment.
“Even if you love your timeshare, anything you
buy that is hard to ever sell is not a valid product in a
market,” he says. “There should be a market both to
buy and sell something. Timeshares, sadly, are good
on the buying side — you can buy them very easily
— but they’re bad on the selling side.”
How to prevent it: Don’t believe anyone who
says they can get rid of your timeshare easily, Clark
says.
“They charge you huge fees upfront and say
they’re going to get you out of your timeshare, guaranteed,” he adds. “The only guarantee is that you’ve
paid them big money upfront — often with no results
— and you’re still obligated to that timeshare.”
Read more from AARP here.
https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/
info-2020/ftc-top-scams.html
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Home Insurance requirements may be accessed. This
is the website address:
Hampton Community Association | Boynton
Beach, FL (hamptonhoa.us)
NOTED
• Aberdeen Golf & Country Club has a new general
manager and a new chef; congratulations.
• Congratulation to Ellen and Arthur Gold on their
Golden (50th) anniversary
• Best wishes for a full recovery to Hannah Vogt
and Milt Lipson
• Condolences to the Spiegelman family on the
passing of Shelly Spiegelman,
• Welcome new neighbor Leslie Bardt.
Wishing all a Happy Thanksgiving and Happy
Chanukah (which starts at the end of Thanksgiving
weekend this year)! Enjoy the holiday season. Stay
safe.

The Sunny Shores
By: Estelle Morganstein

Summer is now officially over as is the threat
of hurricanes. How wonderful that we did not have
to suffer such devastating weather events this past
season!
I’ve noticed over the last couple of years that
the weather seems to have gotten warmer, the summers longer and the rains heavier. As a result, your
HOA has received several requests for roof repairs,
mainly to your garage roofs, all of which, I believe,
have been undertaken and completed. A reminder:
if you need any repairs done to your home, please
pick up the required form located in the HOA mailbox on Parkwalk Drive or contact Chris at Campbell Property Management at 423–2703.
Every homeowner was sent a notice during the
month of September announcing that the POA had
concluded negotiations with COMCAST and that
our contract with them for telecommunications has
been renewed for 5 more years. A COMCAST representative will be on site once a week as in the past
should any individual issues arise. For more information, contact Chris (see above).
Lastly, please note that annual elections for your
HOA Board positions is scheduled to take place in
the Club House Ballroom on Mon., Nov. 8th at 7
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P.M. The doors will open at 6:30 P.M. for sign-in.
Everyone will be required to wear a mask.
NEIGHBOR NEWS
One home was recently sold and closed in this
past month in Court E. Extensive renovations are
taking place and we are looking forward to welcoming the new owners upon their arrival.

Ruth’s Reflections
(Aberdeen Times Editor)

I heard the following quoted on TV some time
ago, and wrote it down to save for you to read: When
you think about your glass as half-full or half-empty,
think instead of giving thanks that you have a glass
to fill. Such a relevant observation as we approach
Thanksgiving Day!
Just as LAUGHTER is purported to be the RX
for survival, KINDNESS and GRATITUDE are touted as the cornerstone of a person’s well-being. The
timing is right for us to think about this. In a column
written by Stacey Singer for the Palm Beach Post last
year as this holiday approached, the issue is underscored. Read on and enjoy the sentiments, as well as
the DAY.
Your mother was right.
There’s a growing body of scientific evidence
that expressing thanks isn’t just nice for the person
on the receiving end, it’s fantastic for the person doing the thanking. It can actually, permanently, alter
their sense of well-being, in big ways.
What better time to try this out than during the
holidays?
Here are 7 reasons why gratitude is important:
1. It’s a mood-booster.
Social scientist Robert Emmons developed a 21day program for increasing thankfulness in his book,
“Gratitude Works! A 21-Day Program for Creating
Emotional Prosperity.”
It involves keeping a gratitude journal, writing
gratitude letters to kind people, and sharing those letters in a face-to-face meeting to express thanks.
People who went through the 21-day program
said they felt more optimistic, more connected to
others, and described better moods.
Take note of everyday thoughtfulness boosts relationships.

(continued on page 7)
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2. It’s a relationship-strengthener.
When couples kept gratitude journals, chronicling the things their partner did that they appreciated, there was a measurable positive change in their
perception of their partner.
“We naturally have this scarcity mentality. When
we write a gratitude journal or express gratitude, we
transform our perception of reality from one of scarcity to one of abundance.”
3. It enables you to bounce back from life’s setbacks.
Studies of women undergoing treatment for breast
cancer and veterans who have suffered post-traumatic stress show that keeping gratitude journals helped
them get through difficult times more quickly.
The term psychologists use is resilience. It means
the ability to bounce back.
People who are more resilient take the worst that
life has to throw at them without allowing themselves
to be defined by their setback.
Optimism, forgiveness and gratitude are all useful tools for building resilience.
4. It’s good for your grades.
Higher measures of gratitude were significantly associated with better academic performance,
greater interest in school and more involvement in
extracurricular activities, as well as lower change of
high-risk behaviors life drug use and sexual activity
in a recent Nova Southeastern University survey of
African-American youths ages 12 to 14.
5. It’s a depression fighter.
One study found that the simple act of writing
down three things that made participants feel grateful was as effective at increasing a sense of well-being as spending an hour in therapy.
6. It helps you achieve goals.
Study participants who kept gratitude lists over
two months were more likely to report completion of
key goals, social scientist Robert Emmons, at University of California, Davis, found.
“Grateful people report higher levels of positive
emotions, life satisfaction, vitality, optimism and
lower levels or depression and stress.
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It’s Not What You Say, It’s What
They Hear
By: Bea Lewis (Lancaster Lakes)

It’s a common belief that to keep peace with our
adult children we need to keep our mouths shut and
our pocketbooks open. But the “bite your tongue”
philosophy may not be the best route to go.
“When we keep our thoughts and feelings to
ourselves – or not listen to theirs - we create barriers
- and distance - between generations, ‘’ says Dr.
Ruth Nemzoff, author of Don’t Bite Your Tongue:
How to Forster Rewarding Relationships with Adult
Children.
Why then, when we do express ourselves - or
make suggestions - are we met with resistance, and
what we say falls on deaf ears.
Here, in a nutshell, is the rub, said Nemzoff. Adult
kids want to be treated as grown-ups, but we find it
difficult to let go of our parental control. “You may
be big, but you’re still my kid’’ underlies the main
conflict between parents and their adult children.
So, what to do? For starters, Nemzoff suggests to
first think about what to say, how to say it, and decide
whether it is important enough to say anything at all.
A simple trick is to begin a conversation is with
the I word as in “I know how busy you are, but I
do miss our phone chats.” That will get you further
than if you say, “You have time to talk to everyone,
but me.” (Today’s generation does not do well with
guilt trips.)
Health and safety matters are always important
to discuss, but how they spend their money - or how
they clean their house - is not.
Sometimes we do not utter a word - but our body
language says it all. My friend, Ann, shares this
scenario. She was sitting in the passenger seat; her
daughter, Ellen, was driving. When Ann suggested
that Ellen slow down, sparks flew. “Don’t tell me
how to drive.’’ Ann agreed to be quiet, but continued
to step on the imaginary brake. Ellen saw this and
was furious. So, Ann sat frozen; she did not move
a muscle. When I spoke with Ann the next day, she
had a headache because, she said, “I kept my teeth
tightly clenched the entire 60-minute ride home.’’
(P.S. A mother is a mother forever!)
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Sterling Lakes

By: Judy Lukow
***RETRACTION *** In the previous issue of
the Aberdeen Times I INCORRECTLY STATED, “It
appears we’ll be getting a new gate at the guardhouse
replacing the gate we have.” I must have been tipsy
when I wrote it. Please disregard this error as it is
only being discussed.
So, what is everyone doing for the Holidays?
Thanksgiving is upon us and, soon, thereafter, we
will be having school closings for the holidays. The
first thing that comes to mind is spending time with
family. What could be better?
Here is a poem that was put to music by an unknown composer. The poem is through the eyes of
a child. As we celebrate Thanksgiving, this poem
represents our excitement when we were young and
the excitement of our youngsters today. Going to our
grandparents for Thanksgiving makes for excitement
and memories that last a lifetime.
Thanksgiving Day by Lydia Maria Child
Over the river, and through the wood,
(continued on page 9)

Jeffrey E. Siegal M.D., P.A.
Board Certified Eye Physician and Surgeon
Fellow, American Academy of Ophthalmology
Specializing in

. Personalized Full
.
.
.
.
.

Service Eye Care
CrystalensTM Bifocal
Implants
Astigmatism surgery,
minimizes need for
eyeglasses after
cataract surgery
LipiflowTM . Dry Eye
Glaucoma Care
In-Office Laser Surgery

Licensed Optician on staff, On-Site Optical Services.
Medicare Assignment & most insurances accepted.
Village at Floral Lakes
15340 Jog Road, Suite 210
Delray Beach, FL 33446

(561) 495-8558
Hours: M-F 8:45am-4:30pm
By appointment
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To Grandfather’s house we go;
the horse knows the way to carry the sleigh
through the white and drifted snow.
Over the river, and through the wood,
to Grandfather’s house away!
We would not stop for doll or top,
for ‘tis Thanksgiving Day.
Over the river, and through the wood—
oh, how the wind does blow!
It stings the toes and bites the nose
as over the ground we go.
Over the river, and through the wood—
and straight through the barnyard gate,
We seem to go extremely slow,
it is so hard to wait!
Over the river, and through the wood—
When Grandmother sees us come,
She will say, “O, dear, the children are here,
bring a pie for everyone.”
Over the river, and through the wood—
now Grandmother’s cap I spy!
Hurrah for the fun! Is the pudding done?
Hurrah for the pumpkin pie!

Pfeffer’s
Custom
Aluminum

Proudly offering quality
screen doors manufactured
by:

Products, Inc.

Thank you Aberdeen Residents
for your continued support!

What do we do?

* Screen Doors and Entryways *
* Re-screening and Repairs of all kinds! *
* Sliding Glass Door repairs
and Screen Doors *
* Window Repairs and Screens * Dog Doors *
* Kickplate * Storm Doors *

FREE ESTIMATES
www.FLdoorandscreen.com

800-552-2173
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Another Poem:
“I like the taste of turkey
Any time throughout the year
But it never seems to taste as good
As when Thanksgiving’s here.
Could be it’s all the trimmings
That are cooked with it to eatBut I think it’s eating at Grandma’s house
That makes it such a treat!”
On the Lighter Side:
Thanksgiving is about gratitude but can also be
fun and whimsical:
• Oh, my gourd!
• Gobble until you wobble
• Feast mode
• I’m all about that baste
• Corn you believe it.
• That’s a-maize-ing
• I yam who I yam
• Cheater, cheater, pumpkin eater
• B-autumns up
• Fowl play
• Turnip the beat
• The gravy train
• Taters gonna tate
• Sweet as apple pie
• Easy as pie!
“May your stuffing be tasty,
May your turkey be plump.
May your potatoes n’ gravy have nary a lump,
May your yams be delicious,
May your pies take the prize,
May your Thanksgiving dinner stay off your
thighs.”
“Thanksgiving dinners take 18 hours to prepare. They are consumed in 12 minutes. Half-times
take 12 minutes. This is not a coincidence.” —Erma
Bombeck
On the More Serious Side:
“It is not happy people who are thankful, it is
thankful people who are happy.”
“Thank you for the food before us, the friends
beside us, and the love between us.”
Enjoy your Thanksgiving Holiday!
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Lancaster Lakes

By: Phyllis Arnauer
Fall Is Here? Have you seen them? The signs
of Fall? You have, but could not identify them. The
clothing stores have the long-sleeved sweaters you
will need for those cool temperatures in the 80s! Your
favorite shoe store has those Uggs boots you need for
the snow- and ice-covered streets! Bermuda shorts and
capris, especially the white ones, have been packed
away and the long pants and jeans are up front in our
closets! In the supermarket consumers are buying
ingredients for cold-weather dishes like stews and
soups to warm them up!
While summer baseball is winding down, fall
football is in full swing. As a pickleball player, I have
noticed that participants are able to play more than one
game on any given day. Why? The air is cooler, the
sun is a little less intense, and breathing, which is so
important, is an easier to do. I have recently noticed a
little nip in the air and the humidity that we all love is
lower. Also, the skies are giving us beautiful sunsets
much earlier, providing longer nights to enjoy all the
TV shows that return after the summer.
Dare I say that there is a crispness in the air that
signals fall? November brings us Thanksgiving,
which follows closely on the heels of Halloween,
definite signals that fall has arrived. When I lived in
New Jersey it was either a very warm or very cold
Halloween; short sleeves or jackets over the costumes.
For Thanksgiving, it was a waiting game to see if it
would snow or be so windy that the Macy’s parade
balloons could not fly. These were sure signs that fall
was here.
Now that I am living in south Florida the seasons
blend and rooting for the football Giants does not fit
the weather. Not that I am complaining; I will take
the sun and perfectly blue sky any day. It just does
not feel like fall unless you pay close attention to the
clues. Since Paradise is now my home there is a new
dilemma, in addition to “when should I stop wearing
white?”!
I have become lazy in my retirement. Sitting by
the beautiful Aberdeen pool one morning, a friend and
I were talking about the beach. “What a perfect beach
day”, she said, and I agreed. We then proceeded to list
all the reasons we do not do that. Chairs, towels, food,
(continued on page 11)
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NEED HELP WITH PAPERWORK?

DEBORAH REMSON
Personal Bookkeeping Assistance
Services
• Bill Paying
• Balancing Your Check book
• Record Keeping
• Organizing Personal Paperwork

FREE CONSULTATION
(561) 969-3240
Cell (561) 818-5835
Member of
American Association
of

References

AADMM

Daily Money Managers
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Lancaster Lakes...(continued from page 10)

drinks, umbrellas, noodles, hot sand, any sand, parking
the car, feeding the meter- too much work! Why do
that when this beautiful pool waits for us every day.
Retirement has made me very lazy. The fall weather
will help me out of my lethargy!
Neighborhood News: Shelly Schultz would like
to thank all his friends and neighbors who expressed
their condolences on the loss of his wife, Lyn, and
acknowledge the many charitable donations made in
her name.
Hopefully, you are enjoying the newly powerwashed driveways which were done in October.
Welcome back to those neighbors who are snowbirds.
We missed you! Stay safe and healthy everyone.
Happy Thanksgiving!

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

Servicing
Aberdeen, Boca Lago,
The Grove & Venetian Isles.

Bermuda Isle Buzz

By: Eliot Ostrow
Happy November! We made it through another
brutally hot summer and, at least as of this writing,
another hurricane season. The weather is beginning to cool down, making golf and tennis and all
things outdoors a lot more pleasant. Things haven’t
gotten back to normal quite as quickly as it looked
like they would in the late spring/early summer, but
we’re in a much better place than we were a year ago
at this time. We mourn the loss of far too many of
our friends and relatives, to COVID and otherwise,
but as Thanksgiving approaches, we have a lot to be
thankful for.
With the holidays coming, it looks like many
of us will be able to gather with family and friends,
in stark contrast to last year’s period of isolation.
It doesn’t get better than that! The great southerly
snowbird migration is well underway, and it’s good
to see our friends again (even if the roads and restaurants get more crowded). Soon it’ll be cold enough
up north that everyone will want to come visit us in
sunny FL.
Here in Bermuda Isle, we just finished cleaning
our roofs, and the painting of the exteriors of our
houses is underway. Things always look brighter
and more cheerful after the refresh. We have said
goodbye to many friends who have moved away, the
most recent being Eleanor (Ellie) Finkel, who has
gone to live in CA after many years here. We’ve also
welcomed 10 new owners to our community since
the beginning of the year (5 just since June). We’re
looking forward to being able to resume our community social events soon, and to getting to know
everyone as more than just a face to wave at.
We have lots to celebrate. Kelly Burlison and
her fiancé, Greg Keller, got married, and became
the proud parents of a beautiful baby girl, Isla Jade
Keller. Congratulations to them, and to Grandma
Sheila and Grandpa Jerry Burlison, who also live in
Bermuda Isle! Many of our residents have begun to
do some extensive travel recently. Ketly and Marshall Williams went to Vico Equense, near Sorrento,
to attend the wedding of some friends from Italy that
they met on a previous trip. (Talk about a destination
wedding!) Then it was on to Rome for more fun.
(continued on page 12)
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Lenore Schwartz spent the month of October traveling around the country, visiting family in NY, NJ,
Denver, and Los Angeles. Those of us who haven’t
yet started traveling extensively are living vicariously through the stories of those who have; soon we
hope to have our own stories to tell.
Happy Thanksgiving and Happy Chanukah
(which starts at the end of Thanksgiving weekend
this year)! Enjoy the holiday season, and remember
to give family and friends an extra hug or 2 this year.

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS
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Canterbury Communique

By: Dee Levy
Greetings from the Canterbury community! Yes,
it’s November, the month in which we vote, change
the clocks back to Eastern Standard Time, and give
thanks for all that we have. As Oprah said, “Be grateful
for what you have. You’ll end up having more. If you
concentrate on what you don’t have, you’ll never
have enough.”
On Thanksgiving Day, families traditionally
gather to enjoy each other’s company as well as the
festive holiday meal. It has also become common to
give thanks not only for a bountiful harvest and for
the food on one’s table, but to express gratitude for
what we’ve received throughout the year.
I, personally, am thankful for the relatively good
health that Lou, I, and our families have enjoyed
during these stressful pandemic times. I’m also
extremely grateful for having received the third dose
of the vaccine, administered by Magen David Adom
(MDA) in Israel. Without question, “The greatest
wealth is health.” (Virgil)
Healthcare in Israel is universal, and participation
(continued on page 13)
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in a medical insurance plan is compulsory. The Israeli
health-care system is based on the National Health
Insurance Law of 1995, which mandates all citizens
who reside in the country to join one of four official
HMOs, (Kupot Cholim or Sick-Funds) which are
prohibited by law from denying membership to any
resident. A package of health-services and treatments,
the “Health Basket,” as well as medications for most
illnesses, are offered to members. Note that private
medical insurance options, in addition to those
afforded by Kupot Cholim, are also available.
To meet medical emergency needs, MDA, Israel’s
national emergency medical, disaster, ambulance,
and blood-bank service, is reached by dialing 101
(Police 100 and Fire & Rescue 102). Calls are
answered by an EMT or paramedic, who determines
the appropriate response. While MDA currently
employs approximately 2,000 EMTs, paramedics
and emergency physicians, it relies heavily on more
than 15,000 volunteers, who serve in both operational
and administrative capacities. On June 22, 2006,
MDA, whose name means “Red Shield of David,”
was recognized as a full member of the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
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In conclusion, we wish all our Aberdeen friends
and neighbors a Happy Thanksgiving. We look
forward to continuing good health, well-being, and
our enjoyable Aberdeen lifestyle. Stay well, stay safe
and remember to “fall back” on Nov. 7th!

The Gift

By: Janet Friedman (Hampton)
Some people always know how to choose the
perfect gift. It’s amazing! It’s a talent that I do not
have. My sister had it. For every birthday, I would
receive the most thoughtful and fabulous present:
a gorgeous antique box (I used to collect them), a
beautiful pair of earrings (right after I cut my long
hair to a short bob), a necklace signed by an artist
(just the right color to go with my new dress)….one
fabulous gift after another. And for her nephews, my
sons, she hit the jackpot every time. One of my sons
called once to tell me that he just read the best book
of his life. (He and I are both big readers and are
always talking about books.) “What is the book?”
I asked. “The Alienist. Did you read it?” I did. It
was great. “Aunt Laura sent it to me for my birthday.
She always send the best gifts!” Why didn’t I think
of that? What did I give him? A check. I can never
come up with a good gift idea. I must take after my
mother. She once gave my 12-year-old son a birthday
present of 2 towels for the swimming pool. Really?
Just what every 12-year-old boy wants. I still have
those towels. They are now 30 years old. I use them
for the pool…..
Now it’s that time of year again. The holidays are
coming and I have to come up with gift ideas. Again.
I am determined not to send my sons checks this year.
I am going to think of something great for each of
them. But what?? They are so different from each
other. That makes matters even worse.
One day I come home from shopping and pick up
the mail from my mailbox. There is a catalog from
Harry and David mixed in with all the bills. Maybe
this is the answer for me. I take it into the house and
later on in the day thumb through it. There are all
kinds of choices. All kinds of baskets filled with great
stuff. This is it!! I’ll send each of them a gift basket!!!
One of my sons (and his family) are organic eaters.
Besides being organic, they do not eat gluten. They do
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not eat sugar. They do not eat dairy. When they come
for a visit they send a list before them with things I
need to have in the house for them to eat. I have not
heard of any of these. They have brand names I do
not recognize. They are not to be found in Publix or in
any market near me. I run from place to place trying
to locate these weird things. Even Whole Food does
not have them all. By the time they arrive for a visit
I am exhausted from trying to find food for them to
eat. I also need to take out a loan or get a job to pay
for what I have spent on these healthy choices. Who
can afford to eat like this all the time? I never realized
my son was such a wealthy man! And the other issue:
what can I cook for them? What can I bake! I am very
limited by their diet. I was a caterer and restaurant
owner for years and do not know what to cook for
my own family! When this son was growing up he
ate anything and everything. He played football and
was always hungry. Now he snacks on something that
looks like sawdust. But it’s organic!
One of my other sons has much easier requests.
When his family comes for a visit and I ask what foods
to have on hand, he says, “Frozen pizza and Hershey
chocolate syrup. That’s all we need.” What?? When
this son was growing up he would not eat much of
anything…only Chef Boyardee ravioli, lemon yogurt
and an apple. He would not taste pizza or even a
piece of toast. One Thanksgiving he refused to taste
cranberry sauce because his teacher said they grew
in bugs. (I am sure she meant bogs, but there was no
convincing his 5-year-old self). Now he has taken over
ownership of my 2 restaurants and eats anything and
everything. Even gluten and sugar and dairy.
My third son and wife will be a piece of cake.
They are nice and normal.
As I look through the catalog, I am amazed to find
great choices for all 3 of them. I am relieved and happy
that I have finally found great gifts for all of them. I
choose a basket of organic fruit for the organic people,
but then I notice that there are small wrapped candies
thrown in with the fruit. This will never do. I will
have to ask Harry and David to leave out the candies.
Ok. There is a basket filled with cakes, cookies and
chocolates. Just right for my restaurant son. For my
normal son there is a great normal basket filled with
a bottle of wine, aged cheeses and some crackers and
spreads. O Perfecta!
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I call Harry and David and order everything. I
make sure to tell them to leave out the cute little
wrapped candies in the organic fruit basket. I am all
set. I am so impressed with myself. I have finally
figured out a way to beat the “gift - giving” problem…
.I can send baskets every year.
The holidays arrive. The phone is ringing. It is
my organic son. Oh, He must be calling to thank me
for the fabulous gift basket. I pick up the phone. It
is him. “Mom,” he says in a not very friendly voice,
“What were you thinking?” “What do you mean”?
I ask. “We just got a basket of cake and candy and
cookies. You know we don’t eat that stuff.” “What??”
Ten minutes later the phone rings…my restaurant son.
“Mom? What were you thinking? You know we never
eat fruit!” I realize the baskets went to the wrong
houses…..OMG! The phone rings a few minutes later.
It’s the third son. The normal one. “Mom, thanks so
much for the fabulous basket. You always know the
right gift to buy!”

Harbour Lights

By: Wendy Latman
It is November. Daylight savings time ends on
November 7th. Do not forget to turn your clocks
back one hour. Holidays include Veterans Day on
November 11th, Thanksgiving on November 25th
and Hanukkah begins at sundown on November
28th. Many of us look forward to family or friends’
gatherings and, hopefully, we will all feel safe enough
this year to do just that.
Keeping with this years’ theme of getting to know
our neighbors…
Meet Sam and Harriet Cohen
Sam and Harriet moved from New York to
Boynton Beach more than 30 years ago to be closer
to Sam’s father who was living in Miami Beach.
Prior to moving into the Harbours, they lived in Palm
Shores, and most recently sold their home in Tivoli
Lakes. They became two of our newest residents of
the Harbours just this past July.
Sam served in the military during the Korean War.
Upon his discharge he got into the automobile service
and repair business in lower Manhattan. He was
awarded a AAA franchise; he ran a successful towing
and auto repair business at the location for 27 years.
(continued on page 15)
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Sam’s father was an entrepreneur in Miami Beach
and a huge benefactor to the city of Miami. Another
of his many accomplishments was being the manager
of Heavyweight Boxing Champion, Michael Dokes.
When Sam retired for the first time, he was introduced
to Hector Macho Camacho, and there started a long
successful relationship with the Macho Man becoming
a three-time Middle Weight world champion. Sam
himself boxed as a young man, competing in Golden
Glove tournaments.
The world of boxing has taken Sam to many
parts of the world, including for a time being a Vice
President of the Florida Boxing Hall of Fame, and
Vice President of the International Women ‘s Boxing
Hall of Fame. He continues to serve as a consultant
and takes daily calls from many people who have an
open line to his opinions.
In their last home, Sam, and Harriet, set aside an
entire area as a museum, dedicated to boxing. They
have since sold most of the collection to investors in
Chicago, who will build a museum, and are dedicating
an area in the name of Sam & Harriet Cohen.
In their current home, Sam’s office walls, are lined
with autographed photographs of boxing champions
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with Sam, who loves to wear his favorite Stetson
cowboy hats, and talk about the display case filled
with signed gloves and more.
Sam and Harriet, who has been, for the most part,
his partner and photographer, have been married for
65 years, have two children and four grandchildren.
Please join me in welcoming Sam and Harriet
Cohen to the Harbours.

Hadassah Happenings

By: Bea Lewis (Lancaster Lakes)
We’re gearing up for our monthly meetings – either held in the Aberdeen Country Club - or on Zoom.
For starters, our speaker for the November 1st
meeting (Monday at 9 am) will be Margery Marcus.
Back by popular demand, Margery will share insight
about a most interesting book, “The Giants of Palm
Beach County: Flagler and Mizner.’’
While Flagler built it, and Mizner transformed
Palm Beach County, their legacy includes betrayal,
tragedy and scandal.
Our first afternoon parlor educational meeting
for the season will be on Monday, November 15 at
4 pm. Once again, depending on the pandemic issue
at that time, the meeting will either be held in someone’s home or on Zoom. The speaker will be Carren
Strock, author of the well-researched topic “Married
Women Who Love Women.” The book was recently
published in its third edition. So much has changed
in the way we think of gender, explained the author.
Also, her talk will include the latest information
about the increase of transgender individuals in the
Jewish community.

Editor’s Note - The
Aberdeen Times welcomes
human interest or feature
articles. If you have an
interesting story to tell we
would love to publish it.
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Addison Green Part Two
By: Murray Iseman

INSURANCE CONTRACTS PART TWODISABILITY INCOME; AUTO AND HOME
OWNERS
HOMEOWNER’S POLICIES-Rates are
skyrocketing. Cost has increased from $750 to over
$3,000. In order to get this “low” premium you get
higher deductibles.
1. If an agent offers a better deal, make sure your
existing wind mitigation report is acceptable or add
the cost to their proposal. Examine every item on the
declaration page and talk to your agent to see if it can
be reduced or eliminated.
2. Ordinance of Laws is a provision allows for
additional cost needed to bring a repair into current
code compliance. Homes built in 1997 complied with
that code. You now undergo major repairs that require
a current occupancy permit. Repairs satisfying the
1997 code will not qualify. Some carriers include a
25% ordinance of laws clause at no cost while others
will charge.
3. Definitions-may vary based on your policy.
One owner has mold covered but it can’t be tied to a
storm so it is rejected as normal wear and tear. Another
company may honor this claim.
4. Carrier Ratings-Don’t be misled when an agent
proclaims a company is rated “A”. Ask, “By whom”?
If they respond with A.M. Best, that rating has
credibility. But, if they state it is Demotech, understand
that one of that company’s lowest rating is A. The next
rating is A’ and then A’’. Demotech only rates about
10% of the carriers. In addition, many Demotech A
rated companies may not even warrant a look by the
industry standard bearer, A.M. Best.
5. Some carriers are not admitted in Florida but
can be used by a Surplus Lines Broker. That agent
explains to the Commissioner there are no admitted
companies that can address the risk and is thus able to
use a non-admitted carrier. Here is the rub. Every state
has a Guaranty Association funded by assessments
levied against companies doing business in Florida.
This association acts like an FDIC for insurance.
It provides consumer protection when an insolvent
carrier can’t honor claims. That guaranty association
protection does not apply to non-admitted carriers.
AUTO POLICIES- Companies understand that as
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driver’s age, reactions, eyesight, processing speed and
spatial judgment decreases. You may see premiums
increase even with a perfect record.
1. Deductible-We tend to absorb small claims
rather than risk a premium hike. Consider raising
comprehensive and collision deductibles.
2. Shop rates before your renewal.
3. The AARP defensive driving course provides a
3-year discount on some cove rages. It may be done
on- line.
4. Diminished Value Claims-Car owners must be
aware of diminished value recovery. Your 2-year-old
vehicle suffers $10,000 of damage from being hit while
at a light. Your damage is paid by the guilty party. Next
year you trade for a new car but are disappointed by
the low allowance for your scratch-free car. Car Fax
reports or an instrument placed over your car measures
paint thickness showing the accident. If given the
choice of two used cars with the same mileage but one
suffered an accident, which would you buy? The only
way to sell the repaired vehicle is at a discount. Your
insurance company will not talk about diminished
value. If you and the other driver are covered by the

(continued on page 19)

Boynton Beach Home Watch

Give yourself peace of mind by having
an insured Home Watch professional
perform regular property inspections
while you’re away…

Sarah Kirkland
Owner

561-369-8726

Call for references and a free estimate,
And visit our website below :

Boyntonbeachhomewatch.com
Trusted business owner in the community,
Caring for properties since 2009
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COMMISSION NEGOTIABLE!
FLORIDA’S #1 BROKER-ASSOCIATE IN THE ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITIES!
CALL PAUL SAPERSTEIN, ESTATE SPECIALIST TODAY!

YOUR ABERDEEN MARKET REPORT!
SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
$365,000

PICTURE
YOUR PROPERTY
HERE NEXT!

4 BD, 4 BA, 3,349 SF

3 BD, 3 BA, 2,596 SF

3 BD, 3 BA, 2,563 SF

3 BD, 2 BA, 2,618 SF

IS YOUR HOME NEXT?

$500,000

$570,000

$400,000

Property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not limited to, county records & the Multiple Listing Service. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you
should not rely upon it without personal verification. If your home is currently listed with a Realtor® this is not a solicitation.

DON’T BE LEFT BEHIND! PAUL DELIVERS RESULTS

Paul Saperstein
Broker-Associate

RANKED #68 IN THE USA FOR TRANSACTION SIDES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE WALL STREET JOURNAL BY REAL TRENDS

paul.saperstein@exprealty.com

Meet Paul Saperstein
SCAN ME WITH YOUR PHONE

FREE

H O M E VA L U AT I O N G O T O :

www.PaulSaperstein.com
The Saperstein Group

DON’T MAKE A MOVE WITHOUT ME! CALL OR TEXT

561.220.6789
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Neil Zirconia
Saturday,
December 11
7:00 p.m.

Enjoy dinner and a fabulous show!
Neil Zirconia is Florida’s #1 Neil Diamond
tribute performer. He will Turn On Your
Heartlight as he takes you on a journey
down Melody Road. You will say Hello
Again to Yesterday’s Songs as he captures
a truly Beautiful Noise filled with Songs of
Life. He has an onstage presence and charisma that only the Solitary Man himself
can inspire. You will be a Believer If You

Know What I Mean!

Only $20pp—$25 guests

Limited round table seating. This event is
generously underwritten by the A.E. POA.
Back by Popular Demand

Sarge!

Sunday, February 27
8:00 p.m.

$25pp—$30 Guests/Walk-ins*
Limited Theatre Style Seating
Join us for a night of incredible laughter with
an extraordinary entertainer. Sarge delights
audiences with humor that comes from a very
personal place. And he is much more than a
comedian. Sarge is a triple threat. A selftaught piano savant, an author and a motivational speaker. In addition to dead on impressions, this hysterical stand-up comedian also
sings in his own voice and in a dozen others
including Harry Connick Jr., Sammy Davis Jr.,
Lionel Richie and Stevie Wonder. He leaves
his audience howling for more.

Start the New Year Right!

New Year’s
Day Brunch
Saturday, January 1
starting at 11:00 a.m.
$25pp—$30 Guests
Blintzes, Bagel, Eggs, Bacon, Sausage,
Fruit and Lots More!
Entertainment from Jonnell and the Gman
playing Soul, Rock & Roll, Disco, Pop, Funk,
American Song Book, 50's and Ballroom!
Limited round table seating.
This event is generously underwritten by the Aberdeen
East POA.

William Florian

Saturday, March 19
8:00 p.m.
$20pp—$25 Guests/Walk-ins
Theatre Style Seating

Those Were The Days is an upbeat,

energetic musical performance by William
Florian and his band. The show consists of
American hits of the 60's including songs
performed as lead singer of the famous
New Christy Minstrels, plus the music of
Peter Paul and Mary, John Denver, Pete
Seeger, The Mamas and The Papas, and
originals presented with comedy and amusing stories, all in a wonderfully intimate
show. William travels the globe spreading
goodwill through his music!

Checks only, payable to Aberdeen East Clubhouse, can be put in the mailbox in the small card
room. All shows are in the Ballroom. Seat selection for theatre style shows (Sarge, William Florian)
begins on Monday, November 15 at 11:00 a.m. in the Clubhouse. These shows require tickets.
Table seating events (Neil Zirconia, Brunch) will best accommodate seating requests and will not
have tickets. When available, guests can buy tickets one week before each show. If you have questions, call the Aberdeen East Clubhouse office at 561-734-0113.
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same carrier you may be asked from which policy
should the claim be paid. If you respond yours, you
MAY not be able to file a diminished claim.
DISABILITY INCOME- These policies are
designed to replace income lost by sickness or accident.
If supplied by the employer, the benefit is taxable but
not so if bought by the insured. Some contracts are
issued on a “guaranteed renewable basis”. Yes, while
the carrier will renew up to a specified age, it has the
right to increase your premiums. Other plans may
state “non-cancellable” which is industry speak for
a premium which will never increase. Unlike the
definition of death which is finite, the definition of
disability is in the eyes of the company. Let’s look at
two extremes.
1. According to Social Security-The inability to
do the tasks of any job anywhere.
2. According to high-quality private policies it can
be the inability to perform any duty associated with
your own occupation.
3. Other policies can conjure up a definition that
may lie somewhere between these extremes. Some
companies may use a liberal, initial definition but after
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a few years of disability, substitute that with one that
is more restrictive.
a. There is a practice when a younger insured has
a contract that pays to age 65. The carrier may require
continuous exams and then claim that the insured is
well enough to resume work.
Bottom line to those in the market for DI policiesREAD and understand the policy and check the
carrier’s track record.

In support of our
advertisers, feel
free to CUT US
UP and use the
coupons! When you
visit, let them know
you saw it in THE
ABERDEEN TIMES.
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A Moment to Reflect, Relate,
Remember – Have Ambitious
Dreams
By: Maris Levy (Addison Green)

Life is a constant roller coaster consisting of ups
and downs. We must not let the downs dominate our
minds, emotions and bodies. It’s mandatory that we
develop the dreams we have for happiness and success
in our lives. Overcoming the downs makes us happier
more successful people. We can be whatever we aim
to be. If you think negative thoughts, you will be
a negative unsuccessful person who is shunned by
others. No one wants to be around and dragged down
by negative unhappy people.
All too often we look at others and wish we could
be lucky like them. We wish to have their talent and
success. All too often we say, “I’m not a lucky person.
I don’t have the great successes and opportunities that
others have”. Instead, we have to know that luck is
something that happens when purchasing a lottery
ticket or gambling in a casino.
There’s a famous saying, “I’m waiting for my ship
to come in”. There’s also another saying that denotes
negativity, “I’m so unlucky that when my ship does
come in, I’ll be at the airport”!
Dream your dreams and live them daily. Use all
your positivity to go forward. Strive to be the best
you can be, and when your ship comes in you will
be standing on the pier walking up the gangplank to
happiness and success.
JUMBLE
Unscramble the words below to reveal the
secret message. (Answer is on page 22).
Belbog pu eth ihloayd rtkyue

Please patronize our Advertisers and
TELL them you saw their ad in the
Aberdeen Times
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Otter’ly Ridiculous
Have you ever been sitting on your patio and
watched a family of otters run across your backyard,
one even carrying a large fish? Well I have from
my home that has no direct contact with the water.
For a while it was typically observed around dusk
and we believe that they are migrating from the
canal to one of the golf course lakes. I know others
in Aberdeen living on some of these lakes, as well
golfers, sometimes see these elusive creatures
known as River Otters. They are social animals,
often seen as families or individually and have been
spotted at Green Cay.
River otters are a water-loving member of
the weasel family. They
weigh 15-30 pounds,
are usually dark brown
and have long narrow
bodies. They can be found
throughout Florida and are
powerful swimmers and
are mostly seen in or near water. River otters usually
prefer fresh water and can be found in rivers, creeks,
lakes, ponds, and swamps. Otters live in burrows
on the bank of the water body, often under tree
roots. They are adapted for both land and water
with short legs, webbed toes, and a strong, flattened
tail. Otters have five toes and the heel pad tends
to be somewhat horseshoe shaped. The ears appear
large on its small, flattened head. They are mostly
nocturnal and feed on prey including crustaceans,
amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds, insects, and small
mammals.
Yo u m i g h t e v e n s a y
otters are “cute” — until you
learn about their fierce and
predatory behavior. Never
get close to a river otter.
They usually shy away from
humans and are most active
at night, so the chance you’d
come face-to-face with an otter is slim. However,
river otters have been known to attack kayakers and
can take on an adult alligator.
I’d love to show my photographs of these otters
crossing my backyard, but they have amazing
(continued on page 21)
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Otter’ly Ridiculous...(continued from page 20)
speed and can move at a speed of 18 miles per hour
on land. They often range over a large territory,
requiring them to cross roadways to get to the next
waterway, and sadly, resulting in roadkill. That is
why I think they prefer my backyard! I am just
happy to see they thrive in our little ecosystem and
now just watch with excitement as they pass and
forget the camera.

In support of our
advertisers, feel
free to CUT US
UP and use the
coupons! When you
visit, let them know
you saw it in THE
ABERDEEN TIMES.
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Sagittarius Horoscope 2021

November 22 - December 21
Sagittarius Horoscope 2021 as per Vedic Astrology
predicts that this year, Saturn will remain seated in your
second house and aspect your fourth house. Along with
this, the shadow planet Ketu will affect your twelfth
house and Rahu, your sixth house. In the beginning,
Jupiter will also form an alliance with Saturn while
being in the second house of your zodiac sign. Mars
will move through the fifth and sixth house and transit
in the seventh house during the month of April.
In such a situation, due to the position of all these
main planets, you will attain favourable results in your
career with the help of colleagues. This year proves
to be beneficial for natives doing business, as they
will attain immense success in business, which will
strengthen their financial position. Students will get
success in education this year.
2021 Astrology Forecasts indicate that you will
get the opportunity to study abroad. Happiness in
family will increase, and younger siblings will be seen
supporting you. Due to the poor health of spouses,
married natives will face immense stress in their lives.
But this year, you will be seen to be more vigilant
towards your children.
The year will prove to be very emotional for the
lovers as per Yearly Horoscope 2021, but you will come
across an opportunity to go on a romantic trip with
your sweetheart. However, the results regarding your
health won’t be as expected, which is why it becomes
important for you to protect yourself from minor health
issues such as fever.

How to Access the Aberdeen
Times on Your Computer
1. Enter the e-mail address:
http://www.aberdeentimes.org
2. Top right, click on: Print Edition
3. On your left, click on: Drawer file
4. Click on dir
5. Select month by clicking on month
6. Give a few minutes to upload
7. Scroll using mouse wheel or bar on the right
8. Enjoy reading the Aberdeen Times from
anywhere in the world!
Support our Sponsors
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Marty’s Recipes

By: Marty Hyman (Waterford)
The Negroni
Orson Welles made one of the first documented
remarks about the Negroni in 1947 after trying it
in Rome: “The bitters are excellent for your liver;
the gin is bad for you. They balance each other.”
The Negroni is actually a variation on another
classic cocktail, the Americano, a mixture of Campari, sweet vermouth and soda water, served with a
lemon slice, the Americano was originally known
as the Milano-Torino, because of the origins of its
two primary ingredients — Campari from Milan
and Vermouth di Torino, from, well, you know.
The name changed during Prohibition, when it became a favorite of Americans on vacation in Italy.
Legend has it that this cocktail was invented in
1919 by Count Camillo Negroni in Florence, Italy.
One hundred two years ago Count Negroni asked
his bartender at the Cassoni Cafe on the Via de’
Tornabuoni in Florence, Italy, to stiffen his Americano by replacing the soda with gin. History records that the bartender, one Fosco Scarselli, also
replaced the lemon with an orange slice.
Since this is my favorite cocktail, my wife,
Fran, and I had to pay a visit to the Cassoni Café
on our last trip to Florence. Yes, it is still there and
they serve the best original Negroni.
Count Camillo Negroni was an interesting and
controversial figure. By repute, as a young man, he
travelled America working for a period as a cowboy and then a gambler in New York, after which
he lived for some time in London. Reportedly he
returned to Italy at the introduction of prohibition.
The drink proved to be so popular that people began to order “one of Count Negroni’s cocktails”
and it became known as The Negroni.
According to some research, it is certainly
questionable that Camillo was a Count although
his grandfather, Luigi, certainly was. Others claim
that there is no record of a Count Camillo Negroni
in the family history – which stretches back to
the 11th century. To complicate matters further,
descendants of French General Pascal Olivier de
Negroni, Count de Negroni, say he was the Count
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Negroni who invented the drink in 1857 in Senegal, West Africa.
Anyway, enjoy this excellent cocktail before
having a heavy Mediterranean meal.
Ingredients
1 oz. Campari
1 oz. gin
1 oz. sweet vermouth
Orange slice, for garnish
Instructions
In a tumbler filled with ice, stir (not shake) together the Campari, gin, and vermouth.
Garnish with the orange slice.
Do you have a favorite recipe and story?
Email it to Marty at jogvista@yahoo.com

One Liners

-My wife just asked me if I was busy.
Nothing good can come from this.
-An optimist sees the glass as ½ full.
A pessimist sees it as ½ empty. An
optometrist sees the glasses as ½ half
off with the purchase of a 2nd pair.
-Learn from your mistakes. Make better
& better mistakes until you’re the best
mistakes possible.
-I’m going to start making my own honey.
I ordered 12 bees and they sent 13… the
last one was a free-bee.
-One day I wanna be “fridge in the
garage” successful.
-How is a computer going to ask me if
I’m a robot, when it’s a robot?!?!

Answer to Jumble Puzzle on page 20
(“Gobble up the holiday turkey”)
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Making The Move To Senior
Living

By: Michele Harris, The Tribune, May-June 2021
Five things you should know about Continuing Care Retirement Communities
Older adults have a multitude of options when
it comes to deciding where to live, whether it’s
aging in place or making a move. Especially for
those who decide they’re done with the expense
and upkeep of their house, moving can be a sound
choice, whether it’s to a 55+ community, rental
apartment, or a continuing care retirement community (CCRC).
1. CCRCs offer a variety of living options
CCRCS have the benefit of offering a variety of housing options and care levels on a single
campus- so that residents can move to one nearby
community and remain there even if their needs
change.
“A CCRC provides care and services for older
adults no matter what their health care needs are,”
notes Kevin Heffner, president and CEO of LifeSpan Network, a senior living trade group in Maryland. “There’s independent living in apartments,
assisted living, and skilled nursing all within the
same community.”
Independent living includes the largest number of residents, which has driven the demand for
active, amenity- filled communities. Many people
falsely believe that CCRCs and nursing homes are
the same, but they are vastly different.
“Moving into a nursing home is need driven
100% of the time, whereas moving to a CCRC is
want- or lifestyle-driven,” says Heffner. “People
move to a CCRC for that sense of community- that

Trust Your Precious Vacation With Our Travel Professionals

(877) 736-3880 or (561) 736-3880
Cruises-River Cruises-Escorted Tours-Resort Vacations
www.sandctravel.com
We have gone virtual but with same personal service and value that
we have provided the Boynton Beach area for almost 30 years!
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sense of connectivity. What I typically hear from
people who move into CCRCs is that they only
wish they had done it sooner.”
2. CCRCs represent a great financial value
“The value proposition is that if you own your
home and it’s paid for, the entry fee typically
comes from the sale of your home,” says Heffner.
“The other part of the equation is that your retirement savings and your social security pay for your
monthly expenses while you’re living in a CCRC.”
Nine years ago, Gen Metzger and her husband
Bill moved to Oak Crest, an Erickson Senior Living community in Parkville, Md.
“There’s complimentary transportation to local stores. There’s lots of clubs and activities. The
campus restaurants are great and there’s the fitness
center, which is professionally staffed. If there is
an emergency, you can call [emergency responders] immediately just by pulling a cord. All of that
is included in our monthly fee.”
Gen doesn’t miss the financial burden of maintaining their home. “When you think about how
much you pay a plumber when a pipe bursts or
what you pay to have the snow shoveled...those
types of costs really add up. Here, it’s covered,”
she says. “Even if it’s something small like a ceiling light bulb that needs changing, you call, and
they come and change it. Things are very well taken care of.”
Major repairs such as needing a new HVAC
system or roof can also derail a budget, as well as
ongoing bills such as property taxes and utilities.
3. CCRC residents are healthier and happier
“There is a lot of data demonstrating that living
in a congregate environment like a CCRC extends
your longevity,” says Heffner. “There’s also compelling data suggesting you live healthier, happier,
and more engaged.”
CCRC residents who participated in a study by
the Mather Institute and Northwestern University
reported higher levels of health and wellness compared to older adults in the community at large.
A separate, large-scale U.K. study also found
that CCRC residents spent significantly less time
(continued on page 25)
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Making The Move...(continued from page 23)

in the hospital from falls and other unplanned
health events. They experienced less anxiety and
were an astounding 75 percent more physically active than those opting to age in place. “Loneliness
is a concern as you age,” says Gen. “We liked that
at Oak Crest we can be as private as we want to
be, but at the same time, we see people. We are a
part of a community and the people here are very
welcoming and friendly.”
4. CCRC residents enjoy the freedom of a
streamlined life!
If you’re moving from a large house to an
apartment home, you’ll want to take the opportunity to edit what you take to your new home.
“At the beginning it is extremely emotional
because everything has sentimental value, but it
doesn’t take long to realize that you don’t really
need all that stuff,” says Gen.
“There are people here who help you figure
things out. Where you can sell it or donate it. And
when you realize you have something sitting in the
basement collecting dust that someone else could
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use, it feels good to give it to someone who will
value it.”
Once settled in their fresh, new apartment
homes, CCRC residents discover how liberating it
is to live with less clutter.
5. Residents appreciate the lack of stress
“When it comes to moving, a lot of people say,
‘We’re not ready yet,”’ says Gen. “I think that the
secret to success in a senior living community is
that you move while you can take advantage of all
the wonderful activities. That’s what they’re here
for.”
“Living at Oak Crest has given us a chance to
enjoy this time of our lives with less worry, more
friends, more socialization, and a true chance to
enjoy these years,” says Gen.
It’s worth it to take time to research your senior
living options. If you’d like to learn more about
the financial advantages and other benefits of a
CCRC, visit EricksonSeniorLiving.com or contact
your local community.
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Don’t Panic Entirely If You Have
To Use A Public Restroom

Did You Know?

By: Jen Gunter, The New York Times, July 2020
You’ve heard about ‘toilet plume,’ and now
you’re venturing out a little more. What’s a person with a full bladder to do? (This isn’t breakfast
reading.)
IT CAN FEEL AS THOUGH you’re running
an infectious gantlet when using a public bathroom, especially after the recent addition of the
term “toilet plume” to the coronavirus lexicon
(definition: that cloud of aerosol droplets that can
rise nearly three feet and linger long enough to be
inhaled by the toilet’s next user, or land on other
surfaces of the bathroom). And, in a way, you are.
So, what to do, especially now that many people are starting to leave home a little more? Should
you avoid shared restrooms – in parks, malls or recently reopened restaurants- like, well, the plague?
Are bathrooms really that infectious?

• You are always looking at your nose;
your brain just chooses to ignore it.
• Strawberries are NOT berries, but
bananas are.
• Jellyfish have been around even before
the dinosaurs.
• Lettuce is a member of the sunflower
family.
• Copper door knobs are selfdisinfecting.
• Baby flamingos are born grey, not pink.

(continued on page 27)
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Responsible Employee
A man was interviewing for a job. The
interviewer said, “In this job wee need
someone who is responsible.”
“I’m the one you want,” the man replied.
“At my last job every time anything went
wrong, they said I was responsible.”

in Motion
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don’t panic entirely...(continued from page 26)
They can be infectious by touch. You wipe and
potentially contaminate everything you touch with
microbes that come from stool, like norovirus and
E. coli, before you wash your hands.
Bathrooms can also be infectious by air. With
some respiratory viruses, like influenza, if enough
infectious particles are airborne, breathing in a
previously shared airspace can pose a hazard. The
best example is measles. If someone with measles
enters a room, the air is potentially infectious for
two hours.
Bathrooms have another unique hazard: toilet
plume. With each flush, the toilet releases an invisible army of microbes into the environment, where
they land on walls (which you may touch while
hovering over the seat- more on that later), the toilet seat, the floor and the toilet and door handles.
The existence of toilet plume isn’t news. A
new study published in Physics of Fluids suggests
potentially infectious particles continue to be airborne for about a minute after each flush, and toilets can continue to generate an infectious plume
several flushes after the original contaminated
flush. It’s truly the unwelcome gift that keeps on
giving.
So, what about the coronavirus?
In general, contact with contaminated surfaces
is not believed to be a primary method of coronavirus infection, but this is still understudied. While
shared bathrooms can increase the spread of gastrointestinal infections, scientists don’t know how
bathrooms play a role in transmission of a respiratory virus, like the coronavirus, that has also been
identified in stool.
Scientists also don’t know the risk- if anyposed by coronavirus aerosols in the toilet plume,
so admittedly there are a lot of unknowns. What
doctors do know is that there are certain bathroom
behaviors that will help protect you from many nefarious microbes.
Here’s a handy checklist for shared bathroom use.
The best defenses against bathroom contagions
are a mask, social distancing, limiting the surfaces
you touch with your hands and hand hygiene.
(continued on page 28)
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don’t panic entirely...(continued from page 27)
• Consider larger bathrooms with multiple
stalls because they have more air circulation.
• If someone exits a bathroom stall or a single
bathroom right before you, try waiting at least 60
seconds before entering-especially if the toilet seat
lid is ·up, signifying more plume.
• Skip the paper toilet seat covers. They are
probably a placebo – it isn’t known if they offer
protection from bacteria or viruses – and they
could easily be contaminated with toilet plume, so
touching them with your hands could be a source
of infectious transmission.
• If you need to dispose of a menstrual product
in one of those little containers, touch the lid with
a wad of toilet paper and sanitize your hands after. Those lids are among the worst surfaces in the
bathroom stall: touched by many unwashed hands
and showered with infectious plume.
• If the toilet has a lid, close it before you flush
so it traps the plume. Think of the lid as a mask for
the toilet.
• If an automated toilet is flushing, step back
because those things spray.
• How you dry your hands after washing probably doesn’t matter - paper towels or dryers are
most likely equal. But do avoid shared, reusable
hand towels.
• Get out of there quickly. Chatting in bathrooms is the new smoking in bathrooms - it’s a
relic of the past. If you have to open a door to exit,
use hand sanitizer after you leave.
But what if you can’t find a bathroom, or
the one you find is gross?
First, try to avoid needing a bathroom. If you’re
heading out, modify your water intake. Remember, eight glasses of water a day is a myth.
For women, you can try squeezing and relaxing your pelvic floor muscles very quickly (each
contraction and relaxation should take one to two
seconds) five times. These are called quick flicks
and will relax the bladder, suppressing the urge.
This may buy you some time.
Going to the bathroom outdoors should be a
last resort. If everyone starts using the outdoors as
an outhouse, the smell of urine will be intolerable
(continued on page 29)
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and people will get sick unnecessarily because appropriate sanitation is vital in containing many infectious diseases. If you are caught outdoors with
no other option but the ground, try to get 200 feet
away from foot traffic- and beware of plants like
poison ivy! Use hand sanitizer when you’re done.
And what about, God help us, the airplane
bathroom?
Airplane bathrooms are some of the worst.
On a long flight, they may go a long time without
cleaning; they’re also cramped and the turbulence
may lead to water or urine spray.
Sometimes you don’t even have to use an airplane bathroom to be exposed to the germs you
would find in one. In one study, passengers sitting
in the aisle seat may have been infected by an unwell passenger making his or her way down the
aisle to the bathroom and back.
Scientists don’t know the risk of catching
Covid-19 after entering a small airplane bathroom
right after someone who is infected with the corona virus, but, as previously mentioned, you should
wait to enter a bathroom that someone has just exited – especially if the toilet seat is up – and then
get out fast.
The airplane industry likes to say its bathrooms are as clean as those in any office building (data partly funded by the industry). And they
are probably as clean as any bathroom with a facility-to-user ratio of 1:50 to 1:75, and where the
bathroom and sink are in a small closet exposed to
turbulence and cleaned every four to 18 hours.
And please, have a seat (or raise it).
One final request, particularly of women (up to
85 percent of whom report avoiding this): Please
sit down. Sitting directly on the toilet seat isn’t going to put you at risk for an S.T.I., so don’t hover.
This often leaves urine on the seat, which means
you or the next person has to wipe the toilet seat
- the surface with the most exposure to the infectious plume before sitting. This also goes for those
who stand: Please raise the seat.
Here’s a golden rule for shared bathroom etiquette now and always: Think not just of yourself,
but of the seven or so people who will be using it
after you.
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THE THINGS YOU LEARN
AT THE MOVIES

MEMORIES FROM A
FRIEND
My Dad is cleaning out my grandmother’s
house and he brought me an old Royal Crown
Cola bottle. In the bottle top was a stopper with a
bunch of holes in it...
I knew immediately what it was, but my
daughter had no idea. She thought they had tried
to make it a salt shaker or something. I knew it as
the bottle that sat on the end of the ironing board
to ‘sprinkle’ clothes with because we didn’t have
steam irons. Man, I am old.
How many do you remember?
Head lights dimmer switches on the floor.
Ignition switches on the dashboard.
Heaters mounted on the inside of the firewall.
Real ice boxes.
Pant leg clips for bicycles without chain guards.
Soldering irons you heat on a gas burner.
Using hand signals for cars without turn
signals.

• All grocery shopping bags contain at
least one stick of French Bread.
• The ventilation system of any building
is the perfect hiding place. No-one will ever
think of looking for you in there and you can
travel to any other part of the building you
want without difficulty.
• If you need to reload your gun, you will
always have more ammunition - even if you
haven’t been carrying any before now.
• You’re very likely to survive any battle
in any war unless you make the mistake of
showing someone a picture of your sweetheart back home.
• A man will show no pain while taking the
most ferocious beating but will wince when a
woman tries to clean his wounds.
Soldering irons you heat on a gas burner.
Using hand signals for cars without turn
signals.
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Buying or Selling?
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